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President's Column
Steve Fairbairn
Before anything else, I want to take the opportunity to thank last year’s board for their dedication, hard work and the countless hours they have selflessly given to the GVWG over the
past year. As a new board member myself, I’d like to welcome new board members Barry
Wilkinson, Dan Moleschi and David Adolph. I’m looking forward to working with all of the
new and returning board members and very excited to be working with so many talented
people. Also, a huge thank you to our outgoing board members Bill Fowle, Claudia Hayward
and Dan Gadassi for all of your amazing contributions.
Likewise, I’d like to congratulate Gerry Vickers on being awarded the GVWG Service Award.
Gerry spent many years serving on the GVWG Board as well as 11 years (!) leading the Turning 101 classes and 9 years as the guild Librarian. I can’t think of too many people more deserving of this award than Gerry. Thank you, Gerry.
This is my first President’s Column. I’ve never had to write a regular column before and, as
I sit here at my keyboard staring at the screen, I now have a much better idea of what Bill
meant in last month’s column when said that writing these columns was one of his hardest
tasks as president! I have a whole new respect for all the GVWG presidents before me. Having said that, I am going to take this as a personal challenge to try and meet the high standards they have set.
I realize that, despite being a member since 2003, many GVWG members don’t really know
me that well or at all. In the distant past I’ve been the GVWG webmaster and operated the
now defunct monthly wood raffle. More recently, I’ve provided laser engraving for your
badges and the demonstrator gifts and, most recently, a very brief stint as the librarian.
While passionate about woodturning, “flat” woodworking and laser engraving, I also dabble
in electronics, stained glass, cooking and sea kayaking. I’ve spent the vast majority of my career in the tech industry however I left all that behind a few years ago and I now teach woodworking skills to women and men with employment barriers on Vancouver’s downtown
eastside.
I’m also somewhat involved with the local maker community. For the uninitiated, the global
Maker Movement is a “tech-influenced DIY community”. Over the past few years “maker
spaces” equipped with all sorts of publicly accessible tools and machines and have been popping up in clubs, schools, libraries and community centres all over the world. Members’ interests vary widely but by-and-large they all share a passion for making things and sharing
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their skills with others. A couple years ago I ran a few pen turning workshops at the Tetra
Woodshop, a shop for people with physical disabilities where I was volunteering, and the
Vancouver Hack Space. They both now have small groups of enthusiastic turners some of
which are now GVWG members. One of our guild’s mandates is to promote the craft of
woodturning and I believe we should be reaching out to the local maker community to
share our craft and invite them into our ranks. Their collective creativity, energy, passion
and often unique perspective would, I believe, be a great asset to our woodturning community.
And finally, a reminder to come out to the Glenn Lucas full day demonstration on Saturday,
April 7th at 9am at the Sapperton Pensioners Hall. One of the great benefits of being a
GVWG member, and one that you should absolutely take advantage of, is the ability to attend demos and classes from world-class turners like Glenn. I know this will be an awesome demo that you won’t want to miss so I hope to see you all there.

Steve
March’s President’s Challenge – Finial
April’s President’s Challenge - Spring

Front Cover:
Larry Stevenson –
Altered Sphere
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Editor's Notes
Bruce Campbell
It was a busy month for the Guild and it shows in this newsletter. This is the largest edition
Robert and I have produced since took over the job. Inside you will find the notes on Ed
Pretty’s excellent talk on duplication (Turning Multiples) along with a summary of the talk
given by Mori Kono last month (The Growth of a Wood Sculpture). There is a quick article
suggesting some preventative maintenance we all can do in our shops along with the time
change (Springing Forward in the Shop) as well as a write-up and student feedback from the
last Turning 101 (Turning 101 Report). We have the regular columns again for Tech Talk and
Focus on Fundamentals but perhaps the most important news is the presentation for the
first time of the new Award of Recognition. You can read some background and the award
citation given to Gerry Vickers Honoring Gerry Vickers).
Happy reading and, as remember, we are always looking for content for the newsletter so
please let us know if you have story ideas, announcements, success stories and so on. Send
then to editor@gvwg.ca

Bruce Campbell eÉuxÜà VtÜÄáÉÇ
Bruce Campbell, editor and Robert Carlson, publisher
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Tech Talk
Bruce Campbell
Tech Talk is one of the pre-meeting activities run grit and the pads will last longer.
at our monthly Guild meeting. The discussion is
Barry brought in a bit for the Oneway coring sysfocused on the “how” of woodturning and is open
tem and inquired about sharpening.
to anyone who wants to join in. Members bring
their questions, problems, and innovative solutions to a round-table discussion where everyone
shares their experiences and knowledge.
Dan began the discussion this month with a terrific tip. His old face shield had become too
scratched and soiled to be useful so he bought a
new one. But, he could not bear to throw the old
one in the garbage (sound familiar?). He tried
various cleaning methods without success but
then used his buffing system starting with Tripoli, then white diamond, and finally carnauba. He
reports that it is as good as new.

The jig supplied with the system is a bit of a mystery to use. In fact, it is such a mystery that I
have resorted to sharpening by hand. In the figure above, I sharpen the top (A) by holding it flat
to the grinder and the nose (B) by holding it at
an angle on the edge of the wheel. While grinding
Excellent tip, Dan!
(B) I am careful not to touch the corner (as indiTom brought several sanding pads that had sepacated). That damages the cutting edge.
rated between the foam and the metal plate. He
tried regluing them but they broke again quickly. Peter shared an interesting development on finishes – Hemp Oil. He had heard that it would
A discussion of what glues to use ensued where
work well with milk paints that he is using in his
long-set epoxy and industrial contact cement
work. Before using it he did a test on a sheet of
were suggested.
glass - comparing WOP, Tung oil, Shellac, Hemp
oil and a few other finishes. It took a few days
I pointed out that the foam did tend to break
for everything to dry but the hemp oil dried comdown over time. Someone commented that,
counterintuitively, breakdown could be reduced pletely well before the walnut, or Tung oils. The
hazelnut never did dry!
by use; leaving them sit on the shelf speeds up
the breakdown.
There is no THC or anything that will make your
Another suggestion was to keep them in air-tight mind bend, but it does have a very pleasant aroma and no restriction on shelf life; a clear adcontainers (Ziploc bag).
vantage over Tung oil.
Finally, I commented that heat is the worst problem and that we often push too hard when using He reports that he has found a local distributor/
retailer that is willing to supply us with product.
sanding pads. Lighten up, start with a coarser
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post/2016/04/20/Furniture-Wax-Vs-Hemp-OilVs-Clear-Coat

Here is a link to the supplier as well as video
Could this be a pleasant unexpected consequence
demonstration and discussion on when and how to
of the cannabis revolution?
use it.
We always hold a Tech Talk session starting at
http://missmustardseedsmilkpaint.com/hemp6:30 on meeting nights. Please bring your quesoil/
tions, solutions and ideas to the next session on
http://www.revivedvintage.ca/singleMar 22nd.

Springing Forward in the Shop
By Bruce Campbell
The semi-annual time change is a good time to schedule routine maintenance in your shop. Here
are just a few things that you should try and do at least once a year:














Check the battery in your smoke alarm (No smoke alarm – time to install one)
Check your fire extinguisher (again – don’t have one – time to fix that)
Clean out your dust collector
Check the inserts in your chucks – they can vibrate loose
Clean and lubricate your chucks – they will work much better
Give the ways of your lathe a good scrubbing – I use 400 grit sandpaper and WD40
Clean your facemask – see Tech Talk this month for a handy way to do that
Check your grinder to be sure everything is locked down and secure
Lubricate the guide bearings in your bandsaw – if you have them
Check/clean/replace the tires on your bandsaw – are they cut or gummed up?
Clean up those things that keep getting in your way – yes, we all have them
Give the whole area a good wipe down/ sweep up – it helps make you more creative.

Spending a few hours doing preventative maintenance will save you time and money.

GVWG
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Focus On Fundamentals
February 22 2018
Holding Work on the Lathe with Peter
McLaren

ing herbs, greenery or a floating candle for a table
center.

He starts by finding an appropriate center and
then drilling down with a Forstner bit until he just
gets to solid wood. Then he mounts it between
centers with a spur drive so he can turn a tendon
on the bottom. Once the tenon is formed he can
turn it around and grab it in a chuck and finish off
Peter began with a piece of Koa from Hawaii. He
the inside. He goes for a tight fit on the glass inset
had stripped off the bark before declaring it at cus- and then drills a small hole through the bottom as
toms and was able to get it through. He “dressed” it an air vent and as a way to push the glass out to be
with a bandsaw to get the shape he wanted and
washed.
used a Vacuum chuck to hold it to cut a bowl.
However, he could have put it on a face plate or
glued on side blocks for support, but that is extra
work and care must be taken that glue joints are
good and tight. Also, oily woods can be difficult to
glue.
Peter has been a Guild member since 2006. He
has excelled in his technical turning and has used
those skills to turn a number of “not-round” projects. His talk will be about how to hold “weird”
and “hard-to-hold items on the lathe..

You could also use double sided tape. When doing
that clamp it in a vice to get a good. It’s a good idea
to leave it in the clamp for about 20 minutes for
better results.

Peter makes a lot of vases with organic shaped
wooden bases that show interesting character.
They can be filled with water and used for display-

Peter’s first lathe was a General and it didn’t have a
vacuum attachment but he had heard the term
“Doughnut Chuck” and went searching for information. The picture below is what he designed and
built. It did the trick and continued to expand his
ability to hold wood in different ways. What he
quickly learned from this monstrosity is to keep
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your fingers behind the toolrest when it is turning.
Items are quite firmly held on the top and bottom
but can tend to slide side-to-side. This can be
greatly reduced by adding foam to the inside top
and bottom. You soon learn the value of having
marked center on a piece when remounting it in a
doughnut chuck. It makes it much easier to align
properly.

GVWG
You can use a vacuum chuck but be careful that it’s
thin base it does not go concave on you.
Bonny Klein taught Peter something last year; she
does not use chucks with jaws. Instead she uses
Screw Chucks and hot glue. She makes a waste
block with a nut in the bottom and threads it on a
bolt centered in the chuck. Then she uses hot glue
to attach the work to the waste block. By cutting a
few concentric rings in the top of the waste block it
is quite easy to align the work on center. To remove the waste block the setup can be microwaved
for a short time to melt the glue or the glue can be
dissolved with denatured alcohol.
Sometimes you need to give the wood platter another flattening. You can use a large sandpaper
disk to flatten.

In fact, Peter recommends that you keep the center
mark on your work till the very end. The little nub
will not interfere with your chucks. Even if you use
a vacuum chuck or a doughnut chuck you can always find center. All other methods of trying to
find center won’t work nearly as well.
With a bowl like this it’s hard to hold it in jaws because you have a thin rim and you can’t hold it, so
you go to the base. Make sure you get all the way to
the bottom because you are putting pressure here.

For a Oneway live center system you can attach
things with a 3/4” coarse (10 tpi) nut. This allows
you to make assorted support items that are even
larger than the cones than come with the system.
When finishing off the bottom of an item it is
sometimes not possible to jam chuck the rim. Another way is to use a long “post” that the piece is
slipped over and then tailstock is brought up to
hold it. Lining the inside of the piece and aping the
post will help to protect the inside of the piece. Also, having the post widen to support the rim of the
piece will stabilize it even more.
(Continued on page 9)
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Bruce Campbell sells extension pins for the Oneway live center that are handy for giving more
space to work to a small nubbins on the bottom.

It doesn’t matter what shape you are trying to turn.
Just look around you shop and ask, “What have I
got? What can I use? What if I try this?”. Take
small, small cuts with sharp, sharp, tools and push
to the headstock. You will be amazed at what you
can turn.

Thanks’ Peter for sharing.
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Turning Multiples with Ed Pretty
Many turners are reluctant to take on projects that
involve turning multiple pieces that need to appear
the same such as legs, spindles or handles, feeling
that they don’t have the skill. Not only that, the
thought of turning multiples sounds boring to
many people. Would it surprise you that neither is
the case?

twice as long as the second, the second a bit longer
than the third and so one. By the forth you’ve got
the flow down and by the tenth – you’re really
starting to cook.
Rules? We Don’t Need No Stinkin’ Rules!

There are no rules, however… generally coves have
a flat on either side to make them stand out. TypiOnly Three Elements
cally, coves are solitary but again, you may have a
reason for more. Beads can be solitary or multiple.
The emphasis in woodturning today is on one-off
Both coves and beads can be symmetrical or
pieces, so the creative urge can be satisfied with
“weighted”, meaning that the minor (cove) or maeach new piece. Granted, it is exciting to create
something new and one form is often the genesis of jor (bead) diameter is not in the center.
the next. Multiples, on the other hand offer skill
Barrel shapes can be pure cylinders, tapers, long
building for both between center and face turning.
ogees or actual barrels. Like bowls or hollow forms,
After all, tool control is tool control. Spindle forms
a curve should be a curve and not interrupted by a
are made up of only three elements: beads, coves
flat, so that the eye has an easy trip along the form.
and barrel forms put together in a variety of comIf there is a flat it should be intentional, often in
binations. That’s it – beads, coves and barrels
conjunction with a series of “V” cuts, bead(s) or
forms – again and again. Just like practicing scales
other element.
on a keyboard or layups on the court.
It’s a Zen Thing
Musicians and athletes understand the value in
practice and repetition to build muscle memory.
Even professionals continue practicing on a constant basis. A hidden benefit of replication or turning multiples is that it can be a form of meditation.
Focusing on one thing at the exclusion of all else is
the essence of meditation. The rhythm and constant analysis of the process becomes allconsuming, pushing aside those things from which
you need a break. At the end of a session it is not
unusual to be physically tired but mentally refreshed.
In general, it’s safe to say the first one usually takes

Pommel cuts are cuts that transition the piece from
square to round. They can be square cut, tapers,
half-beads, half-coves, ogees, “lamb’s tongues” –
you are the designer. Pommel cuts are necessary in
some spindles, table and chair legs to allow a flat
for the joint to be made with a rail. It is not unusual to have a square element in the design requiring
a pommel cut top and bottom.
It’s wise to put a small chamfer on the bottom of
legs so that they don’t chip when dragged across a
floor.
Consideration should be given to overall weighting
of a piece. Legs, spindles or columns may generally
taper from one end to the other or be overall barrel

GVWG
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A story stick is simply that: a stick. The major and
minor diameters of the elements and their position
along the length of a piece are all that is indicated
on the story stick. That and a code that works for
you indicating what side of a line the sizing cut is
Combining all the elements, like anything, is a
made. For me, an “X” indicates if a sizing cut is on
matter of taste. However, the understanding that
the left, right or smack dab on the line (or no “X” if
the design is all about harnessing light and shade
it is only a transition, for instance where the neck
becomes your guide. Crisp lines give definition and
would start on a “wine bottle” shape). A sizing cut
soft lines show depth. This is no different than the
is made with a parting tool in conjunction with caleffect a crown moulding has on the transition from
ipers.
wall to ceiling.
It is imperative that a notch is cut for the pencil
Step one: The Story Stick
wherever a line is to be made on the wood (see
right below). Close does not count when laying out
Multiples can take many forms but typically we
think in terms of work between centers. Of course, the elements and a simple pencil line on the story
stick just doesn’t cut it. Things get a bit foggy withlearning to cut beads and coves so that they look
out that notch and we don’t want foggy.
alike is important (but not the most important).
-shaped. The point being that the pieces should
flow and compliment the larger picture in their environment. Handles? – well handles just have to
work, but look good doing what they do.

That takes practice but once shown how, most
turners pick it up quickly. The real key to making
multiples appear the same is the consistent linear
or (usually vertical) separation between the elements. Beads, coves and barrels can vary slightly in
diameter but if they don’t line up when placed in a
row, the eye will pick that up instantly. The key to
that is creating a story stick.
Notice how the 5th leg
from the front stands
out from the rest. The
bottom bead (they are
standing upside down)
is larger then the rest
and the small flat is not
in line with the rest. In
the end, this was acceptable because they
will not be mounted in
line or close to one
another. If they were to
be oriented tightly in a
row like stair spindles,
even that small discrepancy would not be acceptable.
Also notice the “give-away” is not the shape or size of the
large bead (or any of the other shapes that might not be
exact). Rather, it is the uneven vertical separation at the
small flat compared to the rest.

Sizing each element
Designing a spindle, leg or handle requires a
“cartoon” – or rather – half of a cartoon (see left
above). There is no need to draw both sides of the
piece, just a center line and half of the piece on one
side. The lengths of the elements are directly indicated, and the diameters are obviously double what
is actually on the drawing.
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)
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take wood off than put wood on, so the first few
should be on the chubby side and then refined.
Taking the piece out of the lathe and standing it
vertically really helps to visualize the result.

A bead is usually marked out with sizing cuts left
and right for the minor diameter and a sizing cut
for the major diameter. Multiple beads: extreme
left and right with lines indicating the width of
each (and of course the major diameter). Smaller,
narrower coves are usually set out by the width and
major diameter only. The minor diameter takes
care of itself by making the same moves each time.
Larger, wider coves will at some point (depending
on your skill level) require a sizing cut for the minor diameter. You can have half-beads and halfSpindle replication requires a few basic
coves to step up or step down in diameter respectools:
tively and the same approach is used in these as
well.
1. Spindle Roughing gouge – depending on the
degree and detail of the design, a 1 ¼” gouge
can be used for general roughing and larger
primary details while a ¾” can be used for
roughing and slightly tighter primary details.
2. Parting tool – should be wide enough to accommodate a caliper, so 1/8” minimum, however 3/16” provides more clearance. A ¼” will
do but may be too wide for some details.
3. Spindle gouge – 3/8” is the most versatile for
details on small to medium diameters while ½”
for details on larger pieces such as table legs or
even newel posts.
4. Skew chisel – ¾” is a good versatile tool while
1” is also suitable.
5. Calipers – can be spring type, Vernier type or
the Galbert direct-read type. There are plans
for versions of direct-read calipers on the net.
Barrel shapes usually only require major and miThe Spring and Vernier type should have
nor diameters indicated. Very long barrels may rerounded ends to make them smoother and safquire a third or even forth diameter along the
er to use on moving material.
length. You will find that with surprisingly little
6. Driver – for production work, the most suitable
practice you will be able to replicate a shape with
is a Oneway Safe Driver, 5/8” or ¾” depending
relative ease. Think: “wine bottle”, “barrel” or,
on the size of the work. Stebb centers are also
“shoulders and waist” and the form will be much
suitable, again, based on the size of the work.
easier to create. Also remember that it’s easier to

GVWG
The important feature of both these types of
drivers is the spring-loaded center.
7. Centering jig. Marking centers can take a tremendous amount of time, so anything that facilitates that is advisable, however accuracy is
paramount if there is a round element next to a
pommel (eccentricity becomes very obvious).
8. Other suitable turning tools are a bedan, beading tool and various sizes of those already mentioned.
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remain flat, even when complete, so that
the gouge can rest on center before the roll
begins. Move to one side of center to take a
roughing cut that removes the “corner” of
the bead. To make the finish cut, place the
gouge very slightly to that side, then roll the
bead again (starting the roll on center still
leaves a tiny flat but you must be very careful). Do the same for the other side. If the
top doesn’t retain a slight flat, the finish cut
on the second side will undercut the first
The Essentials
leaving a line and crest in the center. The
flat is very easily sanded away with one
1. Rolling a bead with a spindle gouge
touch of the paper. The line/crest – not so
a. Thumb placement is important. The objecmuch.
tive is to maintain comfort throughout the
c. Make the roll by starting with the flute facroll so that your wrist is not restricted at the
ing up, placing the heel of the bevel on the
end of the roll. Hold the tool with your
wood, drawing it back until you see dust at
thumb of your back hand on top of the tool
the cutting edge, then rolling the tool with
just about where the ferrule is on the tool.
your back hand slowly keeping the cut hapFor right handers, considering 12:00 as bepening at or very near the tip of the tool. To
ing in line with the flute, you will find that
maintain that cutting point you will have to
the right thumb at about 11:00 for the right
coordinate three actions; rolling slowly,
side and about 1:00 for the left side is a
drawing the tool away from center very
good place to start. Adjust that placement
slightly and raising the back of the handle
as required so that you can comfortably end
very slightly. That coordination is what you
your roll at the bottom of the bead. Keep
must practice.
the tool on the wood with your left hand on
d. Note that a bead can be rolled with a skew
the forward part of the tool, perhaps even
but we’ll keep it simple at this point by stayengaging the tool rest by hooking your ining with a gouge.
dex finger under the rest (not always neces2.
Cutting
a cove with a spindle gouge
sary). Left handers’ grip will be exactly the
a. Again, thumb placement is important so
opposite with left hand back, thumb on top
that you can maintain a fluid movement
slightly left and right of 12:00 to maintain
throughout the roll. We are all different but
comfort at the end of the roll. Right hand
right handers might find that the thumb of
front, to keep the tool on the wood.
the back (right) hand in line with the flute
b. If there has been no sizing cut on either
for the right side and about 11:00 for the
side of the bead with a parting tool, make a
left side most comfortable. Left handers, of
“V” cut on both sides with the gouge by
course, would be opposite. Engaging the
keeping the flute 90° to the axis (flute factool rest with the forward hand, with or
ing 9:00 or 3:00, tip in line with rotation).
without the index finger under the rest ofUnderstand that the top of the bead must
ten provides a good pivot point.
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(Continued from page 13)

b. With the flute facing up, using a peeling or
scraping cut (not worrying about keeping
the bevel on the wood at this point), remove
most of the wood from the center of the
cove to allow chips to flow freely when cutting the cove. To cut the right side, orient
the gouge with the flute at the 9:00 position
so that the cutting tip is exactly in line with
the rotation (avoiding a catch). Lever the
tool into the wood so that the bevel has
some wood to provide support. Now that
the tool is stable, similar to rolling a bead
(but opposite), combine the actions of rolling, pushing forward and raising the back of
the handle to keep the cutting action happening at the tip of the gouge. Don’t try to
reach the center on the first side. Rather,
end the cut when only the edge of the cut
reaches center (not the tip). Cut the second
side in the same manner but remove the
ridge in the center when completing the cut
by pushing the tool forward cutting slightly
back from the tip. This will produce a nice
clean, curved bottom.
c. It is not unusual to have to “tweak” the bottom of the cove by alternating sides, making
cutting passes only where wood is to be removed. With practice, occasionally there
will be a fine line to remove with a light
touch with sandpaper.
3. Cutting a cylindrical form with a skew or spindle roughing gouge
a. If you are uncomfortable with the skew,
think of the sides of a SRG as both sides of a
skew (a good way to get familiar with using
a skew). Smaller SRG’s (3/4” – 7/8”) have a
very short straight portion on the sides.
Larger (1” – 1 ¼”) have a more identifiable
straight portion so work well for this.
b. For both tools, place the heel in the center

GVWG
of the straight portion of the bevel on the
wood at about 45° to the rotation. Raise the
handle of the tool so that the cutting edge
shows dust, then roll the tool slightly inward to engage the wood. Make your cut by
moving your whole body left or right, keeping the tool oriented to the wood as at the
start of the cut. As in all spindle turning, cut
from large diameter to small. If there is a
larger diameter in the center of the cylinder
rather than one end, start at the largest diameter indicated then go both ways.
c. Long cylinders with a very slight concave
shape can be cut with a skew by starting at
the outsides of the concave shape, large diameter to small.
Practice beads
and coves using
these examples.
Practice one side
of the element
many times until
you reach center
then do the other
side. Next, practice a whole element one at a time. Endeavour to make the shape of each element the same as the last (no “close enough”). As always in
turning, once you’ve established the cut, focus on the silhouette rather than the actual cut. You will be amazed!

Process
The steps in preparing for and producing multiple
pieces are as follows:
1. Make a drawing of one half the piece required,
divided along the linear center line showing the
linear dimensions and full diameters.
2. Transfer the linear separations to a story stick
(thin board the length of the turned section(s).
Mark appropriate diameters at each separation
line and make an indication on the appropriate
side where sizing cuts will be made. Mark the
respective diameters on the board. Make “V”
cuts on each line to locate the pencil for mark-

GVWG

3.

4.
5.
6.
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ing.
Turn a “gauge piece” that represents all diameters to check calipers after each piece or whenever you feel they need to be checked (vibration
may alter spring types slightly during use).
Mark the centers on each end of a blank. Highlight the center with an awl or similar tool.
Use the story stick to mark out the turned section(s) of the piece.
Insert a blank in the lathe and rough out the
portion(s) that will be round to the maximum
diameter of the piece.

Sale

7. Place the story stick against the round portion
of the blank while it is turning and mark all
separation lines. Size each diameter using a
parting tool. Reduce the diameters where indicated on the story stick.
8. Turn all elements including pommels cut(s),
beads, coves and barrels.
9. Sand as required being careful not to round off
crisp lines.
10. Repeat from #2 if more than one is required.

Turning Equipment Package
$2500
 General International 25-650 lathe (http://


Michael Bender is a former Guild member
and is closing down his turning studio.
He wants to sell all his equipment as a
package. This includes:







www.general.ca/
products/1_general/25_lathe/25-650.html )
KING 14” Bandsaw with 6” rider block (12”
capacity)
REXON floor-stand drill press
3 NOVA chucks
Collet chuck set
Some curved tool rests
a few gouges

Contact Michael at mbender1@telus.net
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Mori Kono ‐
The Growth of a Wood Sculpture
By Bruce Campbell
Mori Kono delighted us all as he delivered the
main presentation last month (Feb). Mori is a new
member that is just now embracing turning but he
is a highly skilled wood carver and his presentation
was about his journey to becoming an artist.
Mori was born In Japan and before moving to Canada in 1997 he was a cell phone salesman. But, he
loves the outdoors and fell in love with Canada on
es. His finished wood carvings are fine works of art
and range from as small as fireplace mantel decorations to as big as the centerpiece of a hotel lobby.
Mori loves working with clients on each design and
spends plenty of time from start to the final minute
finishing. His work can be found at the Vancouver
Police Department, Abbotsford Regional Hospital,
ODIN Brewery, Seattle, and several other districts
in Canada and the US.
a holiday visit. He also decided that he wanted to
build log homes and he knew that was done here in
BC. He set out to find a log home company that
would take him on as an employee even though he
had no experience. He was lucky enough to find an
employer and worked there for several years. During that time he was struck by all of the wood that
was thrown away. He started taking pieces home
and thinking what he could do with them. He
made some furniture and so on but soon started
carving. His first pieces were quite simple but he
persisted and over time his skill grew.
Today, Mori has developed into one of the finest
wildlife sculptors around and his true love of nature is reflected in his charming and detailed piec-

GVWG
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Turning 101 Report
Barry Wilkinson ran another Turning 101 session over three Saturdays - March 3, 10, and 17. Six members participated in the sessions that focus exclusively on techniques to safely enjoy wood turning.
Bruce Campbell led the sessions this time with Barry, Dan Moleski and Keith Raffan acting as able assistants.
Day 1 focused on spindle turning while Day 2 and 3 were given over primarily to Bowl turning. While we made
lots of chips were did not make any finished items. The focus remained on learning safe techniques and then
practicing them over and over. Here is what several attendees had to say about their experiences:
Bob James
Like many, my first wood turning experience was during Jr High
School, over 50 years ago. I took it up again about 10 years ago
and have been basically self-taught since then.
It has always been important for me to keeping safety and planning
at the forefront of my mind with any turning. I use the familiar
adage, “Plan the work and then work the Plan.”
The Turning 101 sessions re-educated and/or reinforced a number
of things for me. Tool selection and tool control were discussed a lot
along with when to use each of the six categories of turning tools. I
also appreciated the philosophy of making small cuts to obtain the
desired project. Learning about sharpening and feeling the difference between sharp and not-so-sharp tools was a real eye-opener
along with the difference between turning fresh (wet) wood and
wood that has been dried.
I enjoyed the 101 class for the instruction and assistance from the
presenters and my fellow students. We can all learn something new
and for some of us, re-learning is a refreshing occurrence.
Thank you for your time, comments and the positive experience.
Bob

The next Turning 101 will be led by Claudia Hawyard. For details and to sign up please contact Barry at a Guild
Meeting or at barrywilkinson@shaw.ca

GVWG
Dustin Cook:
Turning 101: 2.0 - Not Just For Newbies Anymore
Over the past three weeks I was fortunate enough to fill a spot in the Guild’s latest instalment of Turning 101; it was a great experience. With three full days of turning for just
$120 (that’s under $6 an hour for a lesson) and a load of wood to practice on, if one
wants to take classes to become a better woodturner then there really is no better bargain than this program. Another benefit is the natural camaraderie that develops as you
get to spend more time getting to know fellow Guild members while sharing ideas and
experiences.
Probably the best aspect of the program was that there were four very helpful and qualified turners there to support the six students in the class along the way. While all of the
students had a chance to figure out what they needed to do and how to approach making
the various safe and controlled cuts, help was alway there if needed. One thing that I
really liked about the class is that we regularly stopped after finishing part of our project
or exercises to share feedback as a group and there was ample time to ask questions.
The class flowed smoothly and the three days behind the lathe flew by.
In my opinion, the program was very organized and well balanced in that it covered
both spindle and bowl turning. In addition, we were able to spend time using a full arsenal of turning tools from spindle roughing gouges, spindle gouges, scrapers, skews,
parting tools and bowl gouges. We also had the opportunity to learn about the various
grinds and flute designs made by toolmakers and most importantly learn how to sharpen the tools and what tools one needs not to buy.
This was actually my second time around taking Turning 101 and it was also the second
time around for another member there. In fact, all of the students there had some previous experience behind a lathe so the pace of the class picked up nicely since we all new
the basics. I think that there may be a misconception out there that the Turning 101 program is just for beginners who don’t know a tailstock from a waste block, a billet from a
fillet , a quill from a drill, or a morse taper from a round nose scraper. In reality, it is
more than likely that most members of our Guild, even if they have been turning for
many years, would really benefit from this program.
One of the key points that I got out of the program was to practice often but more importantly practice with those that are better than you because you will challenge yourself and learn faster; all of us certainly accomplished that. I know that every student
who attended this session of Turning 101 couldn't thank Bruce, Barry, Dan, and Keith
enough for giving up their time for three Saturdays in a row in order to help teach us
how to become better and safer turners.
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Honouring Gerry Vickers
by Brian Lunt photo by Jay Mapson
At our last meeting the Board presented its Award
of Recognition to Gerry Vickers for his years of service to our Guild. Gerry joined the Guild along
with his daughter in 2005 and immediately began
looking for things that he could do to help out. He
has a service record that covers his entire time as a
member of the Guild.
Board member at Large 2005-2007
Turning 101 Coordinator 2006-2016
Guild Librarian 2009-2017
The Citation:
Our Guild survives only by the generosity of our
members who step up and do the multitude of
things that create a vibrant organization. As with
all organizations a lot of people do a little, and
some do a lot. The GVWG is no exception. All the
activities only happen because someone steps forward and says "I'll do that". And there's always
that one person that says "I'll do that" several times
and, as a result, makes the group a whole lot better.
Tonight we're going to honour one such person.
This guy has been a member since 2005 and during that time has donated many hours and much
effort into improving things for the entire group.
He started off spending a couple of years on our
Board (2005-07) and then stepped up to take on a
couple of major activities.
Gerry Vickers started Turning 101 in 2006 and ran
it until 2016. Many of our current turners who
now do phenomenal work started in Turning 101.
Those were the days before KMS offered us space
and Gerry booked Sapperton Hall, signed up participants , set up lathes on rickety tables, found
someone to teach each class and another person to

assist, set up projects and materials, and made coffee. Then after the class was done, he made sure
everything was cleaned up and put away. And at
the end of the day, he thanked all of the participants for coming - after he had done all the work!
For 10 years he did all of this, for us. When the
program moved to KMS Tools facilities it took a lot
of work off Gerry’s shoulders but he continued to
find ways to contribute.
He took over the library for 8 years (2009-17); not
just opening the library at each meeting but chasing after overdue materials and collecting the monies. And just to make sure he didn't run out of
things to do, he filled in as coffee maker at monthly
meetings and Saturday demos when the regular
coffee maker couldn't make it. We owe Gerry a
huge amount of gratitude for all he has done to
make the GVWG the great organization that it is
today.

GVWG
So, it is with sincere appreciation that the Board
presents the first Award of Recognition to Gerry
Vickers and formally thanks him for his contributions to the Guild. The plaque presented to Gerry
was turned by fellow Guild member, Keith Hudson
and envraged by Steve Fairbairn. It reads:
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Award of Recognition
For Your Years of Service
To Our Woodturning Guild
2018
Gerry Vickers
Thanks, Gerry

Hash Tag #GVWG
by Kevin Melanson
Here’s the information about Instagram:

I’ve been using a hashtag of #gvwg on my posts,
but it seems I’m the only one doing this. It would
be great to see a GVWG “Instant Gallery” grow if
more of our members join Instagram and use that
hashtag on their profiles and on their posts.

I’ve been following other turners on Instagram for
over a year now, and there is a wealth of remarkable turnings posted from all over the world. I’m
following over 1000 turners, woodworkers and artisans and I’ve posted over 70 times with pictures Enjoy
Kevin – AKA Littlewood448 at Instagram.com
and details of my stuff.

Mori Kono
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Instant Gallery
February 22 2018

Art Liestman –
Popcorn Bowl –
3.25X0.875 – Big
Leaf Maple Burl –
Acrylics

Cathy Nakagawa
– Lidded Box –
3X5 – Western
Maple – Not
Finished

Dan Breck – Live
edge Bowl –
15X6 – Acacia –
Wop

Chris Stiles –
Trophies for a
Friends Music
School – 4X10 –
Maple, Walnut –
Tung Oil

Dan Breck –
Tofino, Spalted
Platter – 16X2 –
Maple – WoP

Cathy Friesen –
Bowl – Birch Burl

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
February 22 2018
Greg Stack –
Bowl – 6X3 –
Horse Chestnut –
Osmo Polyx‐Oil
Keith
Hudson –
Platter –
17X0.625 –
Black
Walnut, Oak
– Saman
Varnish
John Spitters –
Candy, Nut bowl
– 9.75X1.5 –
Figured Maple –
Oil, Poly Mix

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 15X5.5 –
Maple – WoP

John Spitters –
Bowl – 13X2.5 –
Figured Maple –
Oil, Poly Mix

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 15X5.5 –
Maple – Walnut
Oil

Keith
Hudson –
Platter –
16X0.25 –
Aromatic
Cedar, Black
Walnut –
Walnut Oil
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Instant Gallery
February 22 2018
Rachel Tius – French
Rolling Pin –
Dogwood – Butcher
Block Oil

Larry Stevenson –
Altered Sphere – 5
– Catalpa –
Acrylics, 23K Gold
Leaf – Hollow
Vessel

Rob McKay – Chess Set – Maple
Burl, Acrylic – Shellac, Wax

GVWG
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President's Challenge Gallery
Gavel
Gerry Vickers –
Mallet – Maple –
Oil – From
Turning 101 Class

Wolf Sherrelies –
Shop Gavel –
3.125X5.675X7.2
5 – Oak – WoP –
Pyrography

Keith Hudson –
Gavel – 4X2 –
Black Walnut –
Black Walnut Oil

Steve Hansen –
Palm Gavel –
Bulnesia Arborea
– Wax
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Maker:
Item:
Composition:
Finish:

Rob McKay
Chess Set
Maple Burl, Acrylic
Shellac, Wax

GVWG
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Calendar of Events
2018
Date

Time

Location

Event
2017

Sep 28, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – Alan Cusworth, What it takes to get certified
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Well-centered Handles

Oct 14, 2017

9:00 A.M.

Sapperton Hall

Neil Turner – all day demonstration

Oct 15, 2017

9:00 A.M.

KMS Tools classroom

Neil Turner – Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons)

Oct 26, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 23, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Dec, 2017

Club Meeting
FoF – Jim Johnson – Suction Fit Box
Main Speaker - Steve Hansen – Turning with a
Camera
Club Meeting
FoF – Ed Pretty – Clean Bowl Cuts and Other
Tricks
Main Speaker – Art Liestman – Colours and Textures

No meeting

Happy Holidays
2018

Jan 25, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Feb 22, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 22, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

April 7th,
2018

9:00

Sapperton Hall

Apr 26, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 24, 2018

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

June 14-17,
2018
June 21,
2018

Club Meeting
FoF – Dan Breck – Rolling Pins
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty - Duplication
Club Meeting
FoF – Peter McLaren – Holding stuff in the Lathe
Main Speaker – Mori Kono – My Journey to Becoming a Carver
Club Meeting
FoF – Barry Wilkinson - Texturing
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Turning Bamboo
Brian Lucas – all day demonstration
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Beyond the ABCs
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Oregon Convention
Center, Portland, OR
6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Special points
of interest:








Next Meeting:
Thursday, Mar
22nd, 2018 at 6:30
PM, , Sapperton
Hall, 318 Keary St,
New Westminster
Food Providers:
Bill Fowle
Trudy Friesen
Dan Gadassi
Joshua Goldsztajn
Eldon Graves
Ron Hadar

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President:

Steve Fairbairn

Vice President:

Dan Breck

604.597.0027

communications@gvwg.ca

Secretary:

Des Wilson

604.936.2749

secretary@gvwg.ca

Treasurer:

Bob James

604.277.2765

Member At Large:

Dustin Cook
Cathy Nakagawa
Phil Vetra

New Members
Greeter:
Cathy Friesen
FoF Speaker:
Barry Wilkinson –
Texturing



Main Speaker:
Bruce Campbell –
Turning Bamboo



President’s
Challenge:
This month –
“Finial”
Next time (March
2018) - “Spring”

president@gvwg.ca

Barry Wilkinson
David Adolph
Dan Moleschi
Past President

Bill Fowle

Educational Coor‐
dinator:
Librarian:

Larry Stevenson

604.940.9760

Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief:

John Hammond

FOF Coordinator:

Phil Vetra

604.530.5158

Turning 101:

Barry Wilkinson

604.536.6870

Visiting Demon‐
strator Liaison
Newsletter Editor:

Art Liestman

604.939.3843

Bruce Campbell

604.944.3028

Newsletter Pub‐
lisher:
Digital Photog‐
raphy:
Webmaster:

Robert Carlson

604.430.1866

editor@gvwg.ca

Jay & Lin Mapson
Steve Hansen

604.585.0638

webmaster@gvwg.ca

